Rolling bearings are the main components of modern machinery, and harsh operating environments often make them prone to failure. Therefore, detecting the incipient fault as soon as possible is useful for bearing prognostics and health management. However, the useful feature information relevant to the bearing fault contained in the vibration signals is weak under the influence of the noise and transmission path. The useful feature information is even submerged in the noise. Thus, it becomes difficult to identify the fault symptom of rolling bearings in time from the vibration signals. Stochastic resonance (SR) is a reliable method to detect the weak signal in intense noise. However, the effect of SR depends on the adjustment of two parameters. Cuckoo Search (CS) is a heuristic novel optimization algorithm that can search the global solution quickly and efficiently. Thus, CS is utilized to optimize the two parameters in this paper. Local signalto-noise ratio (LSNR) is used to evaluate resonance effect. Two bearing fault datasets were used to confirm the effectiveness of SR optimized by CS. SR methods optimized by particle swarm optimization (PSO), genetic algorithms (GA), firefly algorithm (FA), and ant colony optimization (ACO) are also used to detect the bearing fault signal in the two datasets. The analysis results state SR optimized by CS can find better LSNR than SR optimized by other algorithms no matter if it is in the same iterations or in the same computation time, thereby making the fault feature more obvious.
Introduction
Bearings are an essential part of mechanical transmission systems (such as gearboxes), which are mainly used to support rotating parts of machines. A leading cause of mechanical transmission system failure is bearing failure. Bearing failure will affect the system transmission accuracy. Severe bearing failure even causes a catastrophic incident. If bearing failure is found earlier, maintenance personnel will have more preparation time to avoid the occurrence of the accident. Therefore, it is crucial to detect and diagnose bearing failures as early as possible.
Noise is intense and vibration transmission path is long. These conditions make the useful information about bearing fault weak. So, the bearing fault symptom is hard to diagnose promptly. Enhancing the bearing signal is necessary. These methods of enhancing the bearing signal include minimum entropy deconvolution (MED) [9] , kurtosis method (like spectral kurtosis (SK), kurtogram) [36, 37] , and empirical mode decomposition (EMD) [38] . Randall [26] introduces these methods systematically. Current research tends to improve a method or a mixture of different methods. Sawalhi [27] combines MED with SK to enhance the rolling bearing failure. Raj [25] combines EMD with wavelet de-noising for fault diagnosis of bearings. Although much work has been done, there are still many shortcomings in bearing fault diagnosis. The useful information about bearing fault is too weak and submerged in a large number of noise backgrounds, especially at the beginning of bearing deterioration. Therefore, bearing incipient fault diagnosis is still a problem.
Stochastic resonance (SR) was first proposed by Benzi et al. [3] in 1981. SR is a signal enhancement phenomenon through the synergistic effect of the nonlinear system, noise, and signal. If the nonlinear system and noise are proper, the noise will transfer some energy to the signal through the nonlinear system, and the signal will be enhanced and have a better signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Since SR was put forward, it has been studied and applied in many fields. In the field of bioengineering, Bates et al. [2] found SR in an intracellular genetic perceptron. In the field of image engineering, Yang et al. [34] investigate two-dimensional parameter-induced SR and apply it to filter out the Gaussian noise in the image. In the field of signal transmission, Duan [6] found the parameter-induced SR phenomenon in the baseband binary pulse amplitude modulated signals transmission. In the field of mechanical fault diagnosis, Hu et al. [11] studied the detection method of weak characteristic signals based on SR and applied it in the early diagnosis of mechanical faults.
According to adiabatic approximation theory [21] , traditional SR can only deal with small-parameter signals (signal angular frequency ω0≪Kramers Rate (KR), signal amplitude A≪1, noise intensity D≪1). In the mechanical fault diagnosis, the fault signals are usually large-parameter signals. So, traditional SR is unusable in mechanical fault diagnosis. To overcome this problem, some large-parameter SR methods are proposed, such as SR based on frequency information exchange [17] , rescaling frequency SR (RFSR) [14] (also called two sampling SR), parameters normalized SR [35] , modulated SR [16] , frequency-shifted and re-scaling SR [29] . SR based on frequency information exchange swaps the information in the smallparameter frequency domain with the information of the high-frequency target signal, and the target signal can be enhanced and detected by SR in the small-parameter frequency domain. Other methods transform large-parameter signals into smallparameter signals to satisfy adiabatic approximation limitation. Parameters normalized SR is simple and will be introduced in this paper.
The effect of SR depends not only on the noise intensity, but also on the parameters of the nonlinear system. Taking bistable system as an example, the two parameters of the system determine the height of the barrier. When the barrier is too high, the particle is difficult to transfer from one potential well to the other, and the bi-stable stochastic resonance is difficult to trigger. When the barrier is too low, the effect of SR is not apparent. Therefore, it is critical to choose the appropriate barrier height. Intelligent optimization algorithms, such as genetic algorithm (GA) [8] , particle swarm optimization (PSO) [24] , firefly algorithm (FA) [19] , and ant colony optimization (ACO) [5] can search for excellent solutions through heuristic methods and have begun to apply in SR. Lei et al. [13] use a quantum GA to optimize the parameters of the multi-stable system and apply it to the fault diagnosis of rolling bearings. Zhang et al. [39] use PSO to optimize the step size of SR. Lei et al. [12] use ACO to optimize the parameters of the bi-stable system and apply it to the fault diagnosis of planetary gearboxes. However, these algorithms have relatively long computing times and are easily fall into a local optimum.
Cuckoo search (CS) was proposed by Yang and Deb [32] in 2009. Due to its excellent global optimization ability, CS and its improved algorithms have brought real application effects in many types of research, such as parameter estimation [4] , face recognition [22] and image de-noising [20] . For instance, Chi [4] used CS to estimate the parameters of Weibull mixtures for reliability assessment. Naik [22] used adaptive CS for face recognition. Ouaarab [23] solved the traveling salesman problem by using discrete CS. In this paper, a novel adaptive SR based on CS is proposed and applied to bearing fault diagnosis. In section 2, the classical bi-stable SR is introduced. Then, parameters normalized SR will be analyzed to realize SR for large-parameter signals. An objective function has to be built for evaluating the SR effect. Section 3 introduces CS with Lévy flights, and pseudo code of CS for optimizing the parameters of SR is analyzed. Section 4 testifies the performance of our proposed method with two datasets of bearing faults and presents the computational results. Finally, Section 5 provides the conclusions.
Bi-stable SR Theory

Bi-stable SR
The fundamental of the bi-stable SR phenomenon is as follows: periodic signal and random noise drive a particle in a proper bi-stable system, and the proper noise assists in the enhancement of the oscillation. Langevin Equation (LE) is often used to describe this phenomenon as shown in Equation (1) .
where, Sd(t)=A·s(2πfdt+φ) is the periodic driving signal, s(2πfdt) is a periodic signal with the frequency fd and amplitude=1, A is the amplitude gain. N(t)= √2 · (t) is the Gaussian white noise (GWN) with noise intensity D. (t) is a standard GWN (Mean value=0, and variance=1). V(x) is the potential function of bi-stable SR:
where, a>0 and b>0 are the barrier parameters. When x=±√ ⁄ , the potential function V(x) achieves the min value -ΔV, ΔV=a 2 /4b. Then the Equation (1) can be rewritten as:
When s(2πfdt+φ)=sin(2πf0t), Gammaitoni et al. [7] give the response of Equation (3) 
where   xt is the response of the system to the periodic driving signal; x is the amplitude;  is the phase lag; rK is the Kramers rate.
Parameters Normalized SR
According to adiabatic approximation theory, SR will not realize unless the periodic signal satisfies the small-parameter limitation, which requires that signal amplitude A≪1, driving frequency fd≪rK/2π 2 and noise intensity D≪1. In engineering practice, the actual signals almost do not satisfy the requirement of SR. Thus, some strategies called large-parameter SR (LPSR) are used to process these large-parameter signals to satisfy the small-parameter limitation. In this article, a kind of LPSR called normalized scale transformation is used to process the large-parameter signals. Supposing that z=√ ⁄ ·x and =at, Equation (3) becomes:
Equation (5) is the normalized scale transformation of Equation (3), and they both are equal. After normalized scale transformation, the periodic signal frequency is reduced by a times, and the amplitude reduces √ 3 ⁄ times. Therefore, the large-parameter signal would be changed into a small-parameter signal by normalized scale transformation with the appropriate parameter a and b, which can satisfy small-parameter limitation of SR.
In the engineering background, the vibration signal is an acceleration signal, which is the mixture of fault characteristic signal and noise. Let S indicate the acceleration signal, which is the mixture of the periodic signal Sd(t) and the noise N(t): S= Sd(t)+N(t). Five order Runge-Kutta algorithm is adopted to solve Equation (5), as Equation (6). 
where K=√ 3 ⁄ is the conversion factor of signal amplitude; H=a/fs is the time resolution after signal transformation, which is also considered as the integral time-step; zn is the system output. Parameters H and K in Equation (6) determine the system output zn. If H and K are changed, zn will change too. In this paper, numerical solutions will be solved by Equation (6).
Objective Function
Index must be used to evaluate whether the SR has been triggered. A set of indexes include local signal-to-noise ratio (LSNR), SNR, SNR gain, weighted kurtosis index, and weighted power spectrum kurtosis (WPSK) [15, 18, 30] . SNR, LSNR, and SNR gain are the most commonly used indexes because they have precise definitions and are applied readily [10, 12, 28] . LSNR will be used as the index in this paper and it is defined as the ratio of the power of the meaningful signal and the power of background noise at the same frequency of the meaningful signal. For the discrete signal x(k), LSNR can be calculated by Equation (7) .
Where S(f0) is the power of frequency f0; N(f0) is the mean power of frequencies near f0; f0 is the concerned frequency (f0 is frequency of periodic driving signal fd for SR or the failure frequency for bearings); X(k) is the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of discrete signal x(k); k0 is the number of frequency f0, which means that f0/fs=k0/(N-1), fs is the sampling frequency; M is appropriately selected according to signal length and sampling frequency.
Because of the leakage of signal and the difficulty of finding a spectrum line whose frequency is just equal to f0, Equation (7) is adequately modified as Equation (8) . 
where In practice, it can be said that the processed signal is better than the input signal only when LSNR of the processed signal is larger than the input signal. If LSNR of the processed signal is the largest, the processed signal is regarded as the best. According to this idea, the objective function is built as:
where z(H, K) is the system output by Equation (6); H and K are the same as Equation (6).
Cuckoo Search by Lé vy Flights
Proper nonlinear system and proper noise can both assist in the enhancement of the signal. Due to the excellent global optimization ability, CS and its improved algorithms have brought real application effects in various research. In this paper, CS by Lé vy flights is applied to seek the optimal parameters of the bi-stable system to realize SR. Lé vy flight is an efficient strategy for path search and will be introduced in subsection 3.1. Then, CS will be analyzed in subsection 3.2. Subsection 3.3 will introduce the primary technical process of our proposed method for bearing fault diagnosis.
Lé vy Flights
Lévy flights have been found in many cases, such as some earthquake behavior, distribution of human travel and animal foraging patterns [1, 32] . It provides a random walk whose step length obeys the Lévy distribution. Lévy distribution should be defined regarding the Fourier transform as follows:
Where  is a scale parameter. The inverse of Equation (10) is hard because it does not have an analytical form with the exception of some individual cases like β=1 or β=2.
Lévy flights are efficient in exploring unknown, large-scale space. One of the reasons is that the variance of Lévy flights is a power function, which increases very fast. 
Cuckoo Search by Lé vy Flights
Cuckoos adopt parasitic reproduction strategy to nurture their next generation. CS simulates the parasitic reproductive strategy: the solutions are seen as cuckoo eggs, the optimal solution as the cuckoo egg with the optimal fitness, the feasible region as the search zone of the cuckoos. Three idealized rules are also set as follows:
 A cuckoo only lays an egg at a time and dumps it in a nest randomly;  The current best egg should be kept for the next generation;  The number of the nests is fixed. The host birds should find some cuckoo eggs with a probability Pa∈ [0, 1] , and these eggs will be replaced with new eggs.
The third rule is important because it helps CS jump out of the local optimum just like the variation of GA. In this paper, finding the max LSNR is our objective. For this maximization problem, the greater the objective function value, the better the fitness.
New solutions are produced from old solutions. The update by Lévy flights is performed as [31, 33] : 
where ( +1) is the i-th cuckoo egg of the (t+1)-th generation; ( ) is the i-th cuckoo egg of the t-th generation; s is the step length; R is the step-size scale; ( ) is the optimal cuckoo egg among the whole eggs of the t-th generation; u and v obey Gaussian distribution; Г(· ) is the standard gamma function; n is the number of the nests; β is a constant and equal to 1.5 in this paper.
Based on these three idealized rules and the necessary steps, CS can be summarized as the pseudo code shown in Figure 2 . 
Primary Technical Process of the Proposed Method
For bearing fault diagnosis, bi-stable SR with proper parameters H and K can be used to enhance the fault frequency. CS is used to find the best parameters H and K. In practice, the vibration signals of the fault bearings are too sick, and even the fault frequency cannot be found in the spectrum. Therefore, preprocessing technologies of bearing signal is needed. To express the proposed method clearly, Figure 3 shows the primary technical process of our proposed method. The primary technical process is divided into two parts: signal preprocess and SR with CS. The first part is signal preprocess. Resonance demodulation technology is a preprocessing technology for bearing fault diagnosis. Both SK and visual identification can help find the resonance zone. Visual identification is used to find the resonance zone in this paper. Of course, SK can be used to find a better resonance zone. The envelope signal after resonance-demodulation may contain other highfrequency components except for the fault frequency components, such as rotating frequency. These high-frequency components will influence the system output of bi-stable SR. Therefore, they should be removed by a spectrum editing method or another method. After preprocessing the vibration signal, the envelop signal should be operated by zero mean normalization (ZMN). ZMN is a typical operation, which is helpful for the realization of SR. Its expression is: x(k)-mean(x). Then, the signal after ZMN will input the second part: SR with CS. In this part, CS quickly searches the best parameters of SR such as H and K and records them. SR gives the system output zn and LSNR(zn) according to the parameters H and K, which are provided by CS. The best H, K, LSNR, and zn will be output until CS ends.
Experimental Analysis
To verify the feasibility of the proposed method, two bearing preset failure tests will be carried out through the mechanical failure simulation test bench as shown in Figure 4 . The type of the bearing is ER-12K, and its main dimensions and characteristic failure parameters are shown in Table 1 . The fault types are internal circle faults (a deep groove with 0.5 mm width in internal ring center position) and rolling faults (a deep groove with 0.5 mm width in one of the rolling element). The fault bearing is located in bearing 1. The data from these tests will be enhanced by bi-stable SR. The key to the objective function Equation (9) will be looked for by CS, PSO, GA, FA, and ACO. In this paper, the parameters of each algorithm are set as Table 2 . Their results will be compared and analyzed. The parameters of SR are set as H∈ [ To avoid the influence of computer performance on computing time, the same computer is used. Computer configurations are as follows: CPU is Intel Core i5-6300HQ, RAM has 16GB, and the operating system is WIN7 64. MATLAB 2017a is the calculation software. All algorithms do not use parallel computing.
Verification by Internal Ring Failure Signal
The set of the internal ring failure is produced by acceleration sensor 1. The motor speed is set at 30 rounds per second, which means the fBPFI=148.50 Hz. The sampling frequency is 12800 Hz. Signal length is 4096. The resonance demodulation method is used for preprocessing of signals. At first, the signals are filtered by minimum-order Butterworth band-pass filter. The range of the band-pass filter is [1500, 5000] Hz. The signal after filtering is the red line in Figure 5(a) . The envelope signal is obtained through the Hilbert transform, as shown in Figure 5 (a) (the blue line), and its spectrum is shown in Figure 5(b) . The rotating frequency fR and 2fR are evident, which will influence the effect of SR. Thus, fR and 2fR will be eliminated by the spectral editing method. The signal after spectral editing and its spectrum are shown in Figure 5(c) and (d) . The LSNR of the signal after spectral editing is -0.79. Comparing Figure 5 (b) and (d), it is obvious that fR and 2fR disappeared, and only frequency fBPFI and noise remain. The signal after spectral editing is regarded as the sum of the useful signal and the noise. The envelope signal is input to the bi-stable system after ZMN, and the max LSNR is searched by CS, PSO, GA, FA, and ACO respectively. Considering the influence of the max iteration times and the computation time of every algorithm, two situations are analyzed. One is that the max iteration period of all algorithms is the same and equal to 100 times. The other one is that the computation time of every algorithm is limited to 120s. When the LSNR is smaller than -5, we let LSNR be -5. The fitness convergence curves of the whole algorithms in the two situations are shown in Figure 6 (a) and (b). The optimization results are presented in Table 3 . From Figure 6 (a) and (b), we can find that the convergence curve of CS is steep in the early stage of optimization, which indicates that the CS converges quickly. Furthermore, the convergence curve of CS is the highest among all the cures in the end stage of optimization, which shows that CS has the best performance for searching the optimal global solution. From Table 3 , we can find that when the max iteration is the same, the computation time of CS is equal to 31.87 s, which is the shortest of all the algorithms. When the computation time is the same, the number the iteration is equal to 300 times, which is the most. Thus, CS is a simple algorithm and can calculate very quickly. Furthermore, the LSNR of the signal optimized by CS is the biggest and equal to 0.32. Thus, the quality of the output signal through SR-based CS is the best. However, LSNRs based on other algorithms are less than the LSNR of the envelope signal (-0.79), which indicates that SR is not triggered. Figure 5(d) , the frequency fBPFI is more obvious. The LSNR of the signal is enhanced from -0.79 to 0.32. Thus, the SR is very effective. The spectrum of the signal as shown in the black box of Figure 7 (b) becomes abundant, which is caused by Lorentz effect. 
Verification by Rolling Element Failure Signal
The characteristic failure frequency of bearing internal ring fault signal is evident and enhanced fatherly through SR. However, sometimes the characteristic failure frequency is weak and submerged in the intense noise background. The rolling element failure signal is just this situation. The motor speed is set at 30 rounds per second, which means the fBSF=59.76 Hz. The sampling frequency is 12800 Hz. Signal length is 3200. The signal after band-pass filtering ([1000, 2500] Hz) is the red line as shown in Figure 9 (a). The blue line in Figure 9 (a) is the envelope signal, and its spectrum is shown in Figure 9 (b). The LSNR of the envelope signal is only -12.13. The characteristic failure frequency fBSF is submerged in the noise. The envelope signal is input to the bi-stable system after ZMN, and CS, PSO, GA, FA, and ACO are also used to find the solution of Equation (9) . The parameters of every algorithm are also shown in Table 2 , and feasible region of Equation (9) Figure 8 . Therefore, the fitness of the CS converges quickly, and the optimization result is the best among the algorithms in this case. When the computation time is about 120 s, the convergence curve of CS is the longest. That is to say that the iterations of CS are the most, which means that CS is very simple. After optimization by CS with 120 seconds, the LSNR of the output signal becomes -0.83 and the optimal parameters 
Conclusions
Due to the characteristic of using noise to amplify useful signal rather than eliminating noise, SR has aroused great concern in the field of mechanical fault diagnosis. The effect of SR is affected not only by noise intensity, but also by nonlinear system parameters. Because of the advantages of CS, such as short computation time, fast convergence and excellent global searchability, this paper proposed a novel parameter-induced SR based on CS and applied it to fault detection for rolling bearings. LSNR is regarded as the evaluating indicator of SR. The fault data of the bearing internal ring and the data of the rolling element are collected. SR methods based on CS, GA, PSO, FA, and ACO are used to analyze the two datasets. The results show that the SR method based on CS can find the better LSNR regardless of if it is in the same iterations or in the same computation time, and the output signal is improved. 
